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parlour game; or rushing in with a good bulletin as if it
were the result of a steeplechase. . . . But one wants to
know all the same."
"Here we are—shut up/' Lewis answered. "We've
given parole; we can't escape; we can't help in any way,
even as civilians in England can help. We are as much out
of the world as if we were dead. What we do or don't do
makes no difference to a living soul. As long as we live, we
shall never again be responsible to ourselves alone. And
we don't know how long it will last—years perhaps; or
Holland may come into the war next week and we find
ourselves in the trenches the week after. It gives me a
feeling, as far as the war is concerned, of absolute fatalism.
This bit of our lives is in brackets—ours, our own as the
rest of our lives can't be; and the bulletins and cartoons
seem to belong to something outside the brackets."
They walked on in silence until Ballater exclaimed:
"But it makes things look pretty queer inside .the brackets,
Alison. The more natural and ordinary a thing is, the
harder it is to believe. When I'm out sketching, it suddenly
comes over me—'You oughtn't to be dabbing here with a
brush,' and I look at Julie—English, German officer's
wife—telling me I have too much colour in my middle
distance. It's mad. And these moors. Listen to them* So
quiet you can hear the wind hi the gorse—and there's
scarcely a breeze...." But suddenly Ballater became aware
that he was floundering. "Everything's back to front," he
abruptly concluded. "It's no use thinking about it."
They said no more on this subject untS, having made a
wide circle over the moors, they were approaching the
Castle by the avenue that skirted one bank of the lake.
"What your idea comes to," Ballater remarked with
relish, as if, while they walked, he had been turning a
question over in his mind and had come unexpectedly on
a pleasant answer to it, "is that, while we're here, we can
do as we like and damn the consequences/'
uThat sounds as though you had a plot?" Lewis an-
swered.
"Plot?"

